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improve videodubs

The DETAILER I I is a professional image enhancer designed to improve the performance of
Beta, VHS and 3/4" video cassette recorders (VCRs), as well as video cameras . It greatly
improves picture quality by increasing detail and sharpness . Whether you use it for
recording, dubbing or viewing, it will add new life to your original or multi-generation tapes.

THE DETAILER II

DETAIL AND SHARPNESS

While detail and sharpness are interrelated, they
are two distinct aspects of picture quality . For
example, a cartoon can be very sharp, yet possess
little detail within the outlines of the objects and
characters . Surfaces that lack subtle texture, or
pictures that look smeared, indicate a lack of detail.
Sharpness, on the other hand, can best be compared
to the focus in a camera. Indistinct lines and edges
indicate a lack of sharpness.

RECORDING

When recording from a television broadcast or
camera, you can use the DETAILER II to exaggerate
detail before it is recorded . Proper adjustment of the
detail control precompensates for the VCR's loss and
will produce a tape that preserves nearly all of the
detail of the original broadcast or camera image . If a
broadcast is lacking in sharpness, you can use the
sharpness control to precorrect in the same way
(quality broadcasts only require detail boost).
Programs originating from 8mm or 16mm film can
also be greatly improved by use of the sharpness
control .

DUBBING

The DETAILER II is a necessity when dubbing a
tape. Dubbed tapes often have a `kind of smeared'
look . Textured surfaces look flat . Grass looks like
green asphalt . Edge sharpness is also lacking.

If your original tape is relatively snow free (as most
tapes are), you can make a dub that retains most of
the detail and sharpness of the original . If your
original tape is extremely snow free, you can
sometimes make a dub that looks better than the
original.

For the best results, use the DETAILER I I foreach
step : recording the original, dubbing the original,
and viewing the dub.

MULTI-GENERATION DUBBING

The DETAILER II is also designed for optimum
enhancement of multi-generation tapes . On
successive generations, detail will deteriorate more
than sharpness . An original tape will require only
minimal detail boost, while a multi-generation tape
will require considerable detail boost . Sharpness
enhancement, on the other hand, need only be
increased slightly . With the DETAILER II, you can
adjust detail and sharpness individually to achieve
the balance best suited to a particular tape.
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The DETAILER II incorporates a video and audio switcher as well as a video distribution
amplifier . The rear panel provides three video plus audio inputs and four video plus audio
outputs. Up to four VCRs can be permanently interconnected using the DETAILER II . or
three VCRs and one commercial alert . . . or one camera and three VCRs . ., and so on . Up to
three VCRs can be used interchangeably as master or slave machines . Record from any one
VCR to any one or two of the other VCRs without plugging or unplugging a single cable . Use
the input selector switch to determine the master (input) VCR.

CORING

The coring control can reduce snow and other
high frequency luminance noise brought out by
extreme sharpness enhancement . For example, a
broadcast that is significantly lacking in sharpness
may require extreme enhancement for the best
recording . At the same time, that much
enhancement may increase the presence of snow or
film grain . Adjustment of the coring control will
reduce this effect . The same technique is
occasionally effective when using detail boost,
though to a limited degree.

For Off Air Recording
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PICTURE COMPARISON

The mode selector provides a bypass that allows
viewing of your picture before enhancement . Switch
between `bypass' and the operative mode ('color' or
mono') for instant comparison of your enhanced
and unenhanced picture.

The DETAILER II processes video only . To use it,
you need two VCRs or one VCR and an RF converter
or one VCR and a TV monitor with a video input.

Also note that the DETAILER I I is not a cure for all
dubbing problems . It does not improve color or
remove existing snow or film grain . It only improves
detail and sharpness.

Unit measures 2 1/2" x 93/4" x 6 1/2" . All anodized
metal . Black case with midnite blue face.
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Video Tuner
or

VCR in Standby
Detailer II

Recording
VCR
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improve videodubs

• Improves detail and sharpness

• Low cost
• Three video outputs

• Easy single knob operation

THE ORIGINAL DETAILER

The original DETAILER was the first image
enhancer designed for the home user . Its imitators
have yet to equal its performance . Only the
DETAILER II, created by the same Vidicraft
designer, surpasses it . Even so, for many users, it is a
good choice because it equals the DETAILER II in
dubbing good original tapes . If you seldom deal with
second and third generation tapes or black and
white material, and you don't need switchable
inputs, the original DETAILER may be all you need.

At its low price, it still features improved detail and
sharpness, as well as a video distribution amplifier
with three video outputs.

Unit measures 2 1/2" x 7" x 4%" . All anodized metal.
Black case with midnite blue face .
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add fades to videotapes

VIDEO FADER

by VIDICRAF' inc .
black

on

• Fades to black or from black to full video

• Operates with b&w or color video

• Works with any VCR or VTR

THE VIDEO FADER

Create your own fade outs and fade ins with the
VIDEO FADER . The fade control ranges between
full video and video black . Turn it from black to full
video to fade in, from full video to black to fade out.

Place the VIDEO FADER in line between two
VCRs for adding fades to your dubbed tapes . Use it
for effect or as a way to clean up edits made when
dubbing out commercials or editing tapes . Or add
video black to the head of programs to allow for VCR
lock up time .

Playback VCR

	

VIDEO VIDEO

or
VCR used as Tuner OUT

You can also place it in line between your camera
and VCR . For use in the field between your camera
and portable VCR, connect battery to the 12 volt
power input.

Note that the VIDEO FADER processes video
only. To use it, you need two VCRs or a VCR and
separate tuner with a video output. You can also
record off the air through the VIDEO FADER by
using one VCR as the tuner and recording on a
second VCR.

Unit measures 21/2" x 7" x 4%" . All anodized metal.
Black case with midnite blue face.
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Video Fader OUT Record
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a new way to cut commercials

• Audible tone alerts you to commercials

• Adjustable volume

• Works with any VCR or VTR

THE COMMERCIAL ALERT

The foolproof way to cut commercials is to do it
yourself . That used to mean keeping a constant eye
on the television screen . Or worrying about missing
a commercial . Why not let the COMMERCIAL
ALERT do the worrying for you?

Virtually all commercial interruptions contain a
fade to black . The COMMERCIAL ALERT sounds
each time it detects video black, warning you to
check for commercials . Relax . Now you can read
your favorite magazine, clean house, play poker,
even watch another program . . . and still cut
commercials.

Hook up the COMMERCIAL ALERT to your VCR.
Start your program recording (or set the timer) and
forget about it . . . that is, until you hear the beep.

For Dubbing Out Commercials
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Then, check the screen . Nine times out of ten there's
a commercial in progress . Rewind the tape briefly,
playback to the start of the first commercial and stop
the VCR . Wait for the program to begin again and
restart the recording.

The alert tone is equipped with a volume control.
Turn it up so you can hear it in the next room, or turn
it down for normal use.

The COMMERCIAL ALERT can be used with
other video components that provide a video output.
For example : Connect the COMMERCIAL ALERTto
an output of the Vidicraft DETAILER II . This creates
a permanent connection to up to three VCRs . Use
the DETAILER I I input selector to designate the VCR
tuner which will activate the COMMERCIAL ALERT.

Unit measures 2 1/2 " x 7" x 4%" . All anodized metal.
Black case with midnite blue face.

Playback
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Recording
VCR
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end prerecorded tapes problems

• Play prerecorded tapes on any TV set

• Stop copyguard roll and jitter
• Add vertical hold control to any TV

• Convert video &audio to RF

•Completely remove copyguard

COPYGUARD STABILIZER/RF CONVERTER

Thousands of movies, concerts, and special
programs are available on prerecorded tapes . Most
of these tapes are copyguarded to prevent you from
making your own copy . But no system is perfect.
Certainly not this one.

The guard that keeps you from copying may also
keep you from watching . There are thousands of
television sets that will not play a prerecorded tape
because the copyguard makes the picture roil and
jitter . The COPYGUARD STABILIZER/RF

CONVERTER stops this nonsense at the source . . .
by removing the copyguard from the video signal.

Hook up the COPYGUARD STABILIZER/RF
CONVERTER between your VCR and TV . Adjust the
lock control for a stable picture . Once the control is
set, the tape will play all the way through without
further adjustment.

The built-in RF converter can be used to convert
any video source (camera, image enhancer, VTR,
portable VCR or computer) to RF for direct connec-
tion to any TV set . Operates on channel 3 or 4.

Unit measures 2'/2" x 7" x 4 5/8" .All anodized metal.
Black case with midnite blue face.
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Set TV to Ch.3 or 4
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